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Taking a bite out of the Big Apple

CENTRAL
TO SUCCESS

Brothers Howard Frankel (left) and Warren Frankel have spent their careers at Central Plumbing Specialties.They have led the New York-based wholesaling business through tremendous growth, and created
the Grande Central Showroom concept. They are pictured at the entrance of their newly renovated and
expanded Grande Central Showroom on Bond Street in Manhattan. Please turn to page 66 to read more
about the company and the Frankels' approach to business.

oward and Warren
Frankel got an up-close
education in wholesale distribution from an early
age. Their father, Seymour
Frankel, a New York City
businessman, learned the
art of marketing and merchandising working for a
landmark retailer early in
his career before entering the
plumbing and heating wholesale
arena. He and a partner started a
wholesaling business in the South
Bronx in 1973.
Meanwhile, the roots of today’s
Central Plumbing Specialties date
back to pre-World War II when
brothers George and David Rashes
opened a small supply house. Op-

erations were suspended when
both were deployed in the military
during the war. When they returned, they reopened the business
and moved to a building on Park
Avenue in Manhattan.
In 1984, Frankel and his partner
acquired Central Plumbing Specialties from the Rashes. It was
ideal timing for everyone. As the
Rashes brothers neared retirement, they lost much of their zest
for the business and the business
began struggling.
“They weren’t taking on new
customers, and had to close the
store at 2:30 every afternoon
so they could make the rounds
of other metro supply houses
in their vans to pick up product
to fill the next day’s orders,” described Howard Frankel. “During
the acquisition process we saw
great opportunity. It wasn’t hard
to figure out that extending the
hours a little, maintaining inventory levels that would support
this very busy location, and filling
orders more efficiently would significantly improve the overall business and results.”
Howard Frankel, now the com-
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pany’s President, started working at the South Bronx location
in 1979, while Warren, now Vice
President, came on board five
years later at the Park Avenue
location.
I recently had a chance to talk
with them about the impressive

alone Grande Central showrooms
— in a very competitive market.
************
MJM: You two have been so
instrumental in expanding the company.What did you learn from your

tion starting out with my father
in our South Bronx facility. It was
located within the police precinct
from the film Fort Apache,The
Bronx, and working in that kind
of environment taught me street
skills and plumbing supply Span-

— nor have the opportunity to see
and understand how computers and
electronic media have revolutionized our business. But I know that
he would have adapted his skills to
fit the changing marketplace, and still
have been able to teach me more.

Central Plumbing’s stand-alone Grande Central showrooms have helped the
company achieve impressive growth since their creation in 2003.

Howard and Warren Frankel are very proud of the expansion that doubled the
size of the Grande Central Showroom on Bond Street in Manhattan.
growth they have realized with
Central Plumbing Specialties —
and the evolution of their stand-

father and others that influenced the
way you do business?
Howard: It was quite an educa-

Central Plumbing Specialties’ Chestnut Ridge location.

ish. Although I was the youngest, I
was the first of the partners’ four
sons who came into the business
full time.
My father had some interesting
career stops before getting into
plumbing supply in the late 1950s.
In fact, he had managed Zabar’s in
Manhattan — which was an amazing retail environment — and a lot
of what I learned from him about
displays and marketing came from
his experience at Zabar’s. He passed
away in 2000 and unfortunately
didn’t live long enough to see all
that the business has grown into

He was my mentor, and the skills
and work ethic he passed onto me
continue to define me as a businessman today.
Our mother is 91 now, and although never a part of the company,

“It wasn’t hard to figure
out that extending
the hours a little,
maintaining inventory
levels that would
support this very busy
location, and filling
orders more efficiently
would significantly
improve the overall
business and results.”
she loves to see and hear of our
business adventures, attends all the
store openings she can, and behind
the scenes encourages Warren and
I to continue to work hard and perform at a high level, and bring new,
creative ideas to the business.
MJM: A lot has obviously changed
with Central in recent years.What
were some of the critical factors behind your tremendous growth?
Warren: Initially, the biggest
change occurred in 1995 when
our family and our partners de-
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cided to split up the businesses.
Howard: Within a short sesmall, 700-square-foot showroom
showroom won a prestigious
We kept Central, the little store
quence of events that began in
in that space. It became obvi“Most Innovative Showroom or
on Park Avenue, and began
2003, we established our first
ous to us that although we were
Use of Display” award from K&B
implementing processes that we
Grande Central Showroom. Two
a wholesaler with a showroom
Design News in its first year of
believed would result in growth
storefronts became available on
in our Yonkers location, if we
operation, which got the attention
and profitability. The first
of some major showroom
thing we needed to survive
vendors and helped us add
was a warehouse to supsome lines that otherwise
port the customer base on
would have only been offered
Park Avenue. Just days after
to the bigger guys. We then
the official split, we were in
added our NoHo showroom
contract to purchase what
on Bond Street, and thought
is now our headquarters in
Yonkers. It originally was
home to iconic plumbing &
heating supplier I. Burack.
Central had built a sterling
reputation to discount every
invoice — which still continues today — so although
we had very modest credit
lines at the time, bigger and
more prestigious manufacturers began courting us. With
our additional facility in Yonwe had the city covered Upkers, we now finally had the
town and Downtown. But it
space to purchase and stock
really became evident from
larger quantities. Burack was
the reactions we got from
a Kohler showroom when
consumer phone calls — “We
we purchased the property,
are on Park and 96th” would
and American Standard purlead to “That’s so far north,”
sued us to take on their line.
while “We’re on Bond and LaAfter one year of using this
fayette,” was responded to as
40,000-square-foot building
Warren Frankel and Howard Frankel in the Grande Central Showroom on Bond Street with
“That’s so far south.”
for little more than storing
sales associates Alexs Shakhvordstov and Peter Higney, showroom coordinator/Sergeant at
We listened, and added
inventory and creating more
Arms Michael Gordon and showroom manager Greg Smith.
our largest and most upscale
office space to support Park
Avenue and turn it into just a
Park Avenue adjoining our wholelean selling space, we now had a
sale space and wrapping around
showroom line. We developed
the corner of 97th Street —
the showroom and counter areas
which happens to be one of the
in Yonkers to serve Westchester
most traveled blocks with great
County and the Bronx (where we
exposure since it connects the
still had loyal customers).
East Side and West Side of Manhattan through Central Park. So
MJM: You’ve built an incredible
with the help of industry veteran
showroom presence. How did you do
Richard (Buddy) McMahon, we
that so successfully?
worked together to develop a

“ As we have added
more showrooms in
the last few years
than wholesale
locations, our
showroom business
is up to about 33%
of our total.”

“We are never going to be (like) Starbucks on every corner (although some
might want us to be!) but we now have good locations covering Uptown, Downtown and Midtown.”

When Central decided that they needed a separate showroom identity, they
chose Grande Central, a takeoff on New York's famous Grand Central Station.

were going to be a stand-alone
showroom that would draw in
consumers, we needed to have a
showroom identity. Grande Central, a takeoff on Grand Central
Station, was a nod to it being of
a grand nature, and evoking New
York’s famed train station without people associating us with
the railroad. Our first Manhattan

showroom offering right in Midtown on 56th Street between
Third and Lexington. It’s a block
from Trump Tower and walking
distance to Bloomingdales and the
A&D building. We are never going
to be Starbucks on every corner
(although some might want us to
be!) but we now have good locations covering Uptown, Down-
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pete on a higher level, we were
more than happy to even some
scores from the earlier kindness
offered to our family. The Bronx
store, although still not in an area
needing a showroom, is now our
only stand-alone wholesale location and a nice welcome back
into the Bronx (although this is
the North Bronx). We certainly
plan on expanding this location as
the need arises and may one day
include a showroom.

Central's first Grande Central showroom, located in
Manhattan, was presented a
prestigious award from K&B
Design News.

town and Midtown. Although my
car navigation tells me I can go the
41/2 miles between the furthest
showrooms in seven minutes, this
is New York City and traffic never
goes according to plan. So it’s
important that we are extremely
convenient to get to.
MJM: You have continued your
family’s leadership at Central, but
you also added a partner along
the way.
Howard: Warren and I were
the sole shareholders of Central
and Grande Central from 1995
– 2003, when an opportunity to
bring into the fold someone who
is respected in the industry and

whose father was directly responsible for the early success of
our Bronx store in the early 70s.
Although they had been a competitor, they were always a friend
of our family. We purchased Lexington Plumbing Supply from the
Abajian family and immediately
invited Frank to stay on, join us,
and become a partner in Central
and all its entities. Frank’s father
Harry, who was still working in
the store past his 80th birthday,
gave credit, material and access
to supplies in the earliest days
of my father’s start in the Bronx.
When it got to the point that
they were not able to keep up
with the changes needed to com-

MJM: You have used a very
methodical, unique approach when
it comes to opening some of your
new locations. For example, tell us
about your Rockland County operation.
Warren: We added a location
in Rockland County in 2008 when
we had the chance to purchase a
Chevrolet dealership on 10 acres
that was going out of business. We
needed more warehouse space to
supply the Bronx and Manhattan
wholesale and counter operations,
along with the three Manhattan
showrooms because Yonkers was
splitting at the seams. The timing
was right because of the uncertain economy to leverage our
good credit and take advantage of
this situation. As we had done in

pansive designer showroom.
MJM: How do you balance the
management and structure of your
traditional wholesaling business and
your showrooms?
Howard: These two different
segments of the business work as
one. We still maintain our original
business structure of a wholesale
and retail plumbing and heating
supply that serves the trade and
consumer, and we have high end
(or in keeping with the neighbor-

“Working and selling
and delivering into this
environment is not for the
weak of heart.
Decompression and
downtime never come; the
days start at 7:00 am with
hoods it serves) showrooms ,
both stand alone and adjoining
our wholesale locations. They operate at different hours and times
to best appeal to the customer
base.
MJM: What percentage of your
business is done in the showrooms?
Howard: As we have added

“It was quite an education starting out with my father in our South Bronx facility," says Howard Frankel. "t was located within the police precinct from the
film ‘Fort Apache,The Bronx’, and working in that kind of environment taught
me street skills and more.”

"We developed the showroom and counter areas in Yonkers to serve Westchester County and the Bronx (where we still had loyal customers)."
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Yonkers, we took a year getting
the warehouse stocked and up to
speed to help supply our stores.
At about a year, we added the
counter area and learning center
,where we put on evening heating and manufacturing programs
for the trade. We also built out an
approximately 5.500-square-foot
showroom and brought on Valerie
Ezra (former owner of All Bath’s
and Spa’s) to manage this new ex-

more showrooms in the last few
years than wholesale locations, our
showroom business is up to about
33% of our total. It remains to
be seen where the growth in the
next two years will come from; we
just finished doubling our space at
the Bond Street showroom (from
the original space we had for 10
years), as well as remodeling and
updating our Bronx location in the
hope that that area is undergoing a
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gentrification. We were more than
happy to invest in and continue
what we saw begin in our first
Grande Central showroom. Customers who have been in several
of our locations have commented
on the “Central Style” that is prevalent in all of our showrooms.
MJM: What would you describe
as your niche market?
Warren: Our niche has always
been small to midsize contractors, plumbers, landlords, buildings

trucks and vans double
parked at our stores.
So if I’m lucky enough to
get a spot for my
car and open the door
and let the first wave
in, it’s a good day.”

never come; the days start at 7:00
am with trucks and vans double
parked at our stores. So if I’m
lucky enough to get a spot for
my car and open the door and let
the first wave in, it’s a good day. A
bad day starts the same
but with no place for my
car, and by 7:15 could
be a $140 ticket behind.
A good day our driver
can make his Manhattan
stops in a reasonable
amount of time, also
ticket free. A bad day has
the President in town
for a 9:00 pm fundraiser
somewhere in the city,
which means frozen
zones running for 50
blocks and travelling only
a few blocks an hour.

item and service.We continue to be
able to get our price and retain our
share of the New York pie.
MJM: You are members of both
Omni and Forte. How have those buy-

survival. More importantly, it is staying ahead with ideas and implement
ways to succeed as the business
world changes. New York is a prime
example of independent wholesalers (and we all thought New York

MJM: What are customers really looking for
and projects.You are not likely
from a wholesaler?
to see Central trucks delivering
Howard: The New
to job sites with huge cranes or
York customer is time
big holes in the ground, but you
conscious (time is money)
would probably see them at all
so if we can get them
Stock adorns the racks at Central’s Yonkers warehouse. “With our additional facility in Yonthe nicest buildings in Manhattan
into one of our stores,
kers, we now finally had the space to purchase and stock larger quantities.”
as well as hotels, schools and colthey are most likely to
leges, hospitals and the largest real
purchase from us within reasonable
ing groups benefited your business?
was untouchable from the national
estate concerns when they need
parameters.We don’t have a “price
Howard: We are a Platinum
chains) needing a way to continue
daily plumbing supplies, heating
doesn’t mean anything to them”
Member of Omni for our wholeto thrive and have a leg up against
sale and PVF business, and Forte
competition — which is different
for our showroom business, and
and larger and more well funded
have found those relationships inthan we’ve ever seen.
valuable to our business.
Forte, through its leverage of
First, they both do a remarkable
300 or so North American showjob vetting manufacturers and getrooms, have partnered with the
ting us the best deals from their
best manufacturers whenever posoverall buying abilities. Leveraging
sible, and has developed strategies
this buying power makes us comand products to compete (to win)
petitive with much bigger players
and give brick and mortar showin our industry and keeps the small
rooms the best possible chance to
to midsize independents viable in a
survive. We all know or have come
time of massive consolidations.
up against private label products,
Omni was the first buying group
where showroom consultants
we joined when we cautiously
are pushed to sell these for bigentered into this new world in
ger margins which allow them to
2001. The friends we have made
be more competitive on other
across the country make this so
items and still achieve the GP%
much more enjoyable on a social
they want. Forte created Ammara
A straight-truck delivery staged at Central's Yonkers location. New York traffic is
note, but we learn at every meetDesigns for that reason — not to
a major factor in getting products to customers in a timely fashion.
ing from peers and have one-oncompete against Forte Preferred
one time with vendors that are
Vendors, but when needed to give
specialties and that are undergoattitude, since that will lose you
really the backbone of our busishareholders extra GP that we
ing kitchen and bath remodeling.
their business all day long, but we
nesses. Omni’s mission statement,
can’t get any other way and win
In addition to some of the world’s
are respectful of their time, and will
“Respect through Partnership,
some of the battles we were previfinest fixtures and brass goods,
offer quality products in every catStrength through Membership,
ously destined to lose. It’s allowed
we sell door hardware, bathroom
egory and professional service.We
Prosperity through Participation,”
us to reassert ourselves and relighting and tile.
are domestic in pipes, valves and
is not only a good slogan but the
level the playing field.
fittings whenever possible.Yes, we
only way Omni goes to business.
Next, Forte searched out a EuMJM: What is the secret to suclose some jobs to imported items
It’s truly a part of Omni’s DNA.
ropean vendor who could spend
ceeding in such a competitive market
offered into our market, but with
On the showroom side, we are
time, money and years trying to
as New York City?
plumbers at $400 an hour and many
members of Forte, for which I will
find the right showrooms in North
Howard: Working and selling
affluent clients, we are happy to
be President in 2016-2017. I have
America, and instead made it’s
and delivering into this environprovide the best in its category and
served on their board for six years.
own exclusive distribution deal for
ment is not for the weak of heart.
more often only sell that. Most peoForte is a group founded on the
the protection and benefit of its
Decompression and downtime
ple will pay a fair price for a quality
independent showroom and its
members. Although well known
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in the U.K. and other continents, when Crosswater arrives in
the U.S. and Canada, it will be exclusively sold through Forte
Preferred Showrooms. Once again, cognizant of our Preferred
Vendors, Forte chose a look, style and product range that is
not currently represented
but heavily sold though
this chain and tilted the
playing field back to the
independent through
hard work and an incredible group of minds. We
plan on staying ahead of
those who can send you
product by drone. Sorry
Amazon, you have some
English-styled product on your site, but when people search
you won’t have it in stock, along with other highly levered competition in the showroom world.
It’s the type of ideas, actions and collective minds that come
out of these buying group membership that will help keep us
all in business and profitable for years to come. And of course,
none of this would be possible without our valued employees
who have been so loyal and dedicated to our company, our customers and our vendors. 2

“ Most people will pay a
fair price for a
quality item and service.
We continue to be able
to get our price and
retain our share of the
New York pie.”
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Counter stock at Central’s Chestnut Ridge facility.

